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l EVEL· . ·OF· .. OCCUPATIONAL AS.~rRATI9N (2) :by. the goals 1"hicli. he has f9r: the neat 
(LOA) has recently come into· fairly versus the' distant fq.ti.tre uol. A subject 

wide.useas a.variable presumably. import~t .. cannot adequat~y l'~spOnd to an LOAIlleas
in the sOcial mobility behavior of youth [4, urement unless both the· realistic or idealis-
7-9,11,15,.16]. Research to date· ~es~ifies tic·and ·the time boundaries ate explicitly 
to the importance·of .the concept but.its use specified: . 
is restricted by the lack. Q[ a practicablef re- In 19'18. all high school junior: and senior 
liable, .and .valid instrument for measuring boy's in a semi-urban area of Wisconsin uer
it. The purpose of this paper is to examine ferson County) completed.a battery o~ tests 
a new measure ot LOA, the Occupational and qu~tionnaii:es measuring· spme ·50-0dd 
Aspiration Scale (OAS) [6], and to assess its variables presUmably involved.in:social ~o
potentials for research and ·high. school bility (\1/. H~ Sewell. unpublished). One of 
counseling purposes. the variables was a crude measure of "LOA 

based· on. an open-ended instrument. In 
1955. levels of educational and occupational 
attainment Wfre measured .on the same 

. group. The 1948 measure of LOA was the 
best single predictor both. of number of 
years completed ,at college (r =+0.52) and 
of the prestig~ level of occupations awiined 
by 1955 (r = +0A6). 

THE CONCEPT 

We define LOA as ·the area (a point or 
limited range of points)· of the occupational 
prestige hierarchy which ari individual 
views as a goal. The range of an individ~ 
ual's LOA is bounded in two general ways.: 
(t) by what he. views as realistically probable 
venus idealistically desirable for him, and 
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These correlations indicate that LOA is at 
least a moderately successful predictor of 
levels of ·educational and occupational at
tainment. ·This is noteworthy because ·of 
.the ·length of time involved and because 
these correlations are based on a crude meas:. 
ure of LOA. Especially. impressive is the 
fact that the predictive efficiency of all other 
variables assessed· in. the project was lower, 
even though many. of these. variables. are 
widely thought to be important in educa
tional and occupational attainment. For 
example, several othe.r correlations with ed
u.cational and· occupational· attainment,. re
spectively. were: college plans while.in high 
school (+0.40. +0.17). high school grade. 
point average .(+0.41, +0;~4>', intelligence 
(+0;32, +0.20). and parentar socio-economic 
status (+0.28, +0;28). . The latter coeffi
cients . are generally consistent with those 
found ih previouS: research. 

Such. findings suggest the promise ·of LOA. 
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are no adeq~ate instruments for 
'rn,e.,;urin. the variable. Obviously. an.adew 
quate instrument would permit more 
thorough exploration of academic achieve
ment and sociaLniobility, and might (after 
proper evaluation) help the high school 
coumeior understand better the behavior of 
his students. 

DESIGN OF THE OCCUPATIONAL 

ASPIRATION SCALE 

The OAS is a multiple-choice instrument. 
r t is designed primarily for use among male 
high school students. It mayor may not be 
useEul among high scl1001 girls and among 
youth at other levels of school; this haS yet 
[Q be demonstrated. The OAS uses .. the fact 
th}lt LOA questions must specify idealistic 
or realistic levels at particular future time 
periods as the basis for constructing an LOA 
measure having a single score for each per
son. Estimates are e~i~ited at each of two' 
career points: short-range (5) and long
range (L) for the' realistic level (R) and for 
the idealistic level {!), Tb...ese yi@:! Iotir 
combinations: RS, IS, RL, and IL, which 
are incorporated' into four wordings for 
questions .. The question wo:rdings are pre
sented in TAULE 1. Each of these four ques
tions is presented twice, thus giving a total' 
of eight OAS items. 

The numbers'in parentheses in TABLE 1 
indicate the question-numbers' in which 
each item-wording is. used, while the letters 
in parentheseS refer t.O the combination.of 
levels and goal-ranges for each question. 

Th~ response alternatives for each O~.S;,. 
item can. sist of 10' occupational titles dral)"" 
systematically from among the 90 Decu 
dons ranked by the National Opinion re 

. search Center's study 'of the prestige of oc
cupations fill. For various reasons, the 10 
least.appropriate 'Were dropped. Therefore 
a total of ·gO occupations is used. The 
were ranked from first to eightieth. The 
title. with the highest rank was placed in the 
first question, the title with the second highw 
est t:~nk was placed in the secOnd question. 
and so on down to the title with lowest rank 
which was placed in the eighth Of last ques
tion. Tied occupational. titles were arbiw 
trarily-assigned to' questions. TABLE 2 sum

. marizes the relationship between the NORC 
prestige scores and the fonnat of the OAS. 

Each .set. 6£ occupational ·alternatives 
spans the full range of occupational prestige 
and is scored from zero to nine. Each occu
pation is presented ()nly once among the 
eight items. An item score of 9 means that 
the respondent has chosen the'highest pres
tige occupatio-n ·in the item, while an item 
score of 0 indicates that he has chosen the 
lowest prestige occupation. The sum of 
the eight item scores may range from zero to 
seventy-two. This score is taken as a meas
ure of the individual's LOA .. 

Administration and Scoring. The. OAS 
takes about twenty minutes to adininister. 
It may be given individually or in group 
testing si~uat~ons. The meanings of the oe~ 
cupational titles and questions are not ex
plained ~o'respondents. One aim of th.is • 

TABI,E I 

Idealistic (I) 

Realistic (R) 

January, 1961 

OAS FOR."'I:AT: COMBINATION OF LEVELS AND GOAL-RANG-ES 

FOR EACH OF THE FOuR 

ShmI-rllTlgt (S) 

Of the jobs listed in th~ question, which 
ONE would you choose if you were 
FREE to CHOOSE ANY of them you 
wished when your SCHOOLING rs 
OVER? (2 and 4) 

Of the jobs listed in this question, which is 
the BEST ONE you are REALLY 
SURE YOU CAN GET when your 
SCHOOLING IS OVER? (1 and 3) 

GoalJ 
'Long-range !L) 

Of -the,iom, .listed in this question, which 
ONE would. you choose to have 'wh~ 
you 'arc 30' YEARS OLD, if you were 
FREE TO HA VB ANY of them 'you . 
wished? (6 and B) 

Ofthe jobs listed in this qul;Stion, which is 
the BEST ONE you are REALLY 
SURE YOU CAN HAVE by the time 
you are 30 YEARS OLD?' (5 and -7) 
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, to t~uce errol;' due to differences ainong ad
~.'.' -·,n.istrators .. An. other aim is mor,ecomplex.. 
~orance .of the meaning .of '.occupational 

titles may restrict one's true LOA. -In the 
. teal worlfi a person must choose among the 

_ematives he knows. If a certain youth's 
!wr..~owledge is, restricted to the low prestige 
: - .occupations, he would truly' be forced to 

. choose among these. Thus ignorance limi~ 
aspira~ion. When the meanfngs of 'oceupa:.. 
tional titles are not explained to the stu
dent. his responses to the- -OAS properly -re-. 
cord the limitations on his' 'aspiratioris 
which are due to his lack of knowledge. 

The forms may be scored by hand in one 
to two minutes. Extensive normative data 
are not yet available. However. percentile 
scOres based on -present data are available 
(81. Means and standard deviations are pre
sented below. 

Because it may be administered simply 
and rapidly to individuals or groups. be-
cause it may also be scored simply and 
rapidly, and .because it may be interpreted 
easily, lve conclude that the OAS is a practi. 
cable instrumenL. 

Samples and Data. The OAS has been 
administeted to numerous samples. The 

TABLE. 2 

I. 
2. ,. 
<. ,. 
6. 
7. 
8. 
9. 

10. 
II. 
12. 
13. 
14. 
15. 

.6. 7. 
18. 

SUMll.fARY OF THE RELAJ'ION BETWEEN THE NORC OCCUPATIONAL 

PRESTIGE !iCO~ AND THE OAS FORMAT'" 

NORCROtikin~~ oAS;'· 
Octupation -, -TUm -: .Q.uution'-

U. S. Supreme Court Justice 96 """-) "1.-
----;'it.s 

Physician " :14,· 
State Governor ,j '3 _R~ 

Cabinet Member in Federal Government 92 • '1.: . .'3 
Diplomat in U. S. Foreign Service 92 5 R·I.' 
Mayor of a large city 90 6 I-L 
College Professor 8' 7 R-L 
Scien~t 8' 8 I·L 
U. S. Representative in Congress 8' 1 R,s 
Bank", 88 2 l,s 

(Government Scientist)t 88 
County Judge 87 , R,s 
Head of a department in a state government 87 4 I-S 
Minister (or)·· 87l 5 R-L 
Priest 86 
Architect 86 6 I-L 
Chemist 86 7 R-L 
Dentist 86 8 I-L 

&'" ::d , 
.-'-; ~ :9' .!:-

9 ,,'-, 
1> 
9 

- • .'1 

<-. ' 9 
;':9 , 
• 8 
8 

8 
8 

8 

8 
8 
8 

------------------------------------------_. .2 Night watchman 47 R-S a ,. Clothes presser in a laundry <6 2 I·S a 
4. Soda fountain clerk 45 3 R·S 0 

85. (Bartender) 44 
86. Janitor 44 4 I·S a 
87. Share cropper--one who owns no livestock 

or equipment and does Dot manage farm 40 5 R·L a 
88. Garbage collector 35 6 I-L 0 

8 •. Street sweeper 34 7 R-L a 
'0 . Shoe shiner 33 8 I-L 0 

• For purposes of economy of presentation, the information in this table is given in abbreviated fonn. The 
entire list of occupations and their rankings may be found in the National Opinion Research Center's study 
[111. 

t Titles in parentheses are not usee,! in·the GAS. 
n Both are combined as a single alternative in the OAS, 
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most complete of these, and the one on 
which most of the present evidence -is based. 
consists of the 441 17-year-old I;loys who were 
in high school in Lenawee County. Michi
gan, during the spring of 195.7~ Additional 
data from this sample include standardized 
personality tests, questionnaires. and school 
records. Published forms used in this te
port are:' (1) The 16-PF Test, Form B [171. 
(2). The Test of G-Culture Free-F.arm .3A 
U 1, (3) The California Test of Personality
Secondary AA Form [18}, and (4) the Sewell 
Socia-economic Status Sca1e-Short Form 
[141. Unpublished i:Q-struments irfcIude two 
pretested questionnaires, "The MSU' Work 
Beliefs Check List" and the "Occupational 
Plans of Michigan Youth" [81. AIl Lenawee 
County variables were transformed to nor
mal T-score fonn. In addition both the reg:
ular form (here calle~ Form X) and an al
ternative form (Form Y) of the OAS were 
administered to junior and senior boys in 
the Mason, Michigan. high school, during 
the winter of 1959.1 A short questionnaire 
was also completed by this group. This 
latter sample is presented in this paper as 
the basis for a. test-retest reliability studY- of 
the OAS and for tests of hypotheses about 
its internal structure. 

The distributions of total OAS raw scores 
for the three administrations of the OAS 
are approximately normal For the Lena
wee sample (N = 441), the' t?tal scores 
range. from.2 to 65 with.a mean of 36.20 
and a standard deviation of 12.99. For the· 
Mason Form X (N = 114).- die range is 17 
to 63 with a mean of 37.24' and a standard 
deviation of 11.70; for Mason Form Y (N = 
94)._' the range is 1.3 to 66 with a mean of 
37.63 and a standard deviation of 11.90. 

REUABILITY 

Coefficients .of internal consistency 
(Spearman-Brown) were based on the .corre

lation .betWeen parallel halves of the OAS_ 
Each half includes one complete' set of 

• Form. Y differs from the main form. (X) only in 
that the order of presentation of the sets·of alterna
tives is reversed. The set of alternatives to question 
1 of Form X is used as the alternatives. for question 
8 of Form Y. Those of question 2 of X are used 
with 7 of Y,and so on. 

Jarluary~ 1964 

question types (RS. RL. IS. and IL). The 
coefficients are: Lenawee. 0.82; Mason x_ 
0.84; and Mason Y, 0.75. A coefficient a 
stability wa» based on the correlation be
tween .the equivalent Forms X and Y of the 
OAS admjnistered 10 weeks apart (Mason 
sample). .Equivalent forms were used i. 
place of the usual identical form procedur 
in order to minimize the effect ofmem.ory. 
The coefficient of stability is 0.77. The re
liability coefficients fall. within a narrow 
range having a 'mean of 0.80. In addition, 
the standard error measurement (SE;u) for 
each administration of the OAS was com
puted. The!ie are: Lenawee, 5.48; Mason 
X. 4.75; and Mason Y. 5.70. 

These results indicate that the OAS has 
· substantial. reliability. The halves of the 
forms appear to ·be equivalent, and the sta
bility is' fairly high over a 10 week period 
of time/~ Finally, the._~tandard errors of 
m~asurement estimated for the qAS sug
gest that reasonable precision in determin.
ing individual differences on LOA may be 
obtained by grouping the OAS scores into 
high, middle, and low categories. 

coNsnucr VALIDITY 

:The most conclusive test of the validity of 
the OAS would be its efficiency in predict
ing levels of occupational and educational 

· attainment subsequent to administration. 
However. this type. of validity data is not 
yet available, since many of t:1;te sul;ljects on 
whom the OAS data weregathered.have·not 
c.ompleted their education and bero. me. 
stabilized in the world -of work. When 
these data are available, tests of the pre- . 
didive' validity of the' OAS will be made. 
For the present, we shall confine -our at-. 
tendon to a more preliminary approach tQ 

· validation, usually referred to as cqnsttuct 
validity [1]. 

CoostrUct-.validi.ty attempts. to define the 
quality being measured by determining 
what theoretical constructs. account fot test 
performance, i.e., hy dem.onstratin~ that 

'-The ¢iffereilces betw~ the means and. the vari
ances of ·the parallel halves of the OAS are ndt 
statistically significant. These analyses are presented 
in Haller and"MilIer [8, pp. ('5-76]. 
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certain explanatory constructs account to 

•

e degree for per£ormimce on the test. 
is method admits a wide range of _ evi

" ce as relevant. In the present analysis. 
we shall test hypotheses ·about two_ kinds of 

"'.... eI,~tionShiPS.:. (1) ,among the items -of the 
, S (Internal Structure). and (2) be.. 

_ een the OAS total scores and other meas
ures (Correlates). 

Internal Structure. Hypotheses about 
the relationships among the- items. of the 
OAS are of tWo types. The first concerns 
the elevation of mean scores for the various 
types of questions. and the se'eond concerns 
the factorial structure of the OAS instru
ment. 

1. Elevation of Means. Generallevel'of 
aspiration theory and research holds tha4 
on --the average, level of aspiration at the 
idealistic level is higher than -level of aspira
tion at the realistic level, and similarly that 
level of aspira_tion in terms- of long-range 
goals is higher than level of aspiration in 
terms of shon-range goals U-O]. In the OAB. 
realistic (R) questions -are designed to· tap a. 
lower limit of the respondent's L9A_ and 
idealistic (1) questi()ns are _ designed to tap 
an upper limit of the _ respondent's LOA. 
Thus on -the average. R < I. Moreover. 
the occupational achievement level of an 
individual is usually expected to rise to 
some extent during the :first decade or so of 
his career. Thus we can predict that long· 
range (L) LOA should be on the average 
higher than short-range -(S) LOA. or S < L. 

• 

the. OAS items. specific tests of these 
otheses would be as follows: 

ForR<I: Xaa<XmandXRL<X1L 

• 

ForS<L: ~<XRLandXI9<XIL 

The data from Form X administered to 
the Lenawee and Mason samples confirm 
both hypotheses. The Mason Form Y data 
tend to confirm the R < I hypothesis, but 
contradict the S < L hypothesis. That is. 
for Mason Form Y the mean of short-range 
goal items is higher than the: mean of long
range goal items at both the realistic and 
idealistic leyels. Statistical tests of these 
mean differences were not made for two rea
sons. First. there was evidence that the dif-

452 

ferences among the means of sets of response 
alternatives presented with each item tended 
to bias the response levels in the direction 
hypothesized. Second, the reversal of the 
Sand L levels in the Mason Form Y data ap_ 
peared to be due to memory factors in the 
test-retest administration. "More rigorous 
tests of the hypotheses of mean response ele" 
vations will be made with a revised form of 
the OAS now being developed. 

2. Factorial Structure. Obviously. we are 
assuming ~hat each question of theOAS con· 
tributes to the measurement of a general 
LOA variable. It follows that we are hy
pothesizing that the covariance in the OA.S 
may be accounted for by one factor. and that 
the factor is LOA. We can test the one
factor hypothesis by factor·analyzing the 
matrix of item correlation coefficients. 

The eight OAS item scores were inter
correlated by the product-moment method. 
The resulting cprrelation matrix was factor 
analyzed by the principal axes technique 
[21" using Guttman's method for estimating 
c9mmun~ities [5]. Three factors, account
ing for 90 per cent of the total matrix vari
ance, were extracted from the principal a.xes 
solution and rotated orthogonally by means 
of the Quartimax method [121. This was 
done for each of the three administrations 
of the QAS. We report the data only for 
the Lenawee sample because its N is much 
larger than that of Mason, and because the 
results are almost identical [8]. The rotated 
loadings, principal axes loadings. an com
munalities are presented in TASLE 3 . 

A factor loading of 0040 was arbitrarily 
selected" as a cutting-point for purposes of 
interpretation. All eight OAS items have 
moderately high loadings well above the 
0.40 criterion on rotated factor L None of 
the loadings on factor II are above the cri
terion. Factor III has one loading, namely 
item number one. which is at the 0040 lev~1. 
Thus. factor I is the only factor which is 
readily interpretable. Since it is loaded 
uniformly by all eight OAS items, it may 
be tentatively labeled high vs. low general 
LOA. Moreover, it is by far the most im
portant factor since it accounts for 75 per 
cent of the total matrix variance. Thus. in 
terms of factor structure the OAS appears 
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TABLE 3 
FACTOR MATRICES AND COMMUNAUTIES'FOR THE OAS ITEMS· 

= 441) 

.....-Quartimax Load~s-- ___ Principa1~Ax£s Loadings---.. 

Item I II III I II III h' • R_S SO 02 40 51 04 38 41 

2 I-S 55 -33 -08 55 -2' -16 42 

3 R-S 67 02 24 68 00 tl 51 

4 I-S 66 -14 07 67 -14 or 47 

5 R-L 6S 27 -li 64 31 -OS SO 

6 I-L 64 OS -25 63 1I -26 48 

7 R-L 63 23 01 62 24 03 45 

8 I-L 65 -23 -02 65 -'-21 -0' 48 

% Total 
Variance 75 8 7 75 8 7 

• Decimal points omitted. Alt' loadings are positive unless otherwise indicated. The intercorrelations, 
means, and standard deviations of the items are available from the authors upon request. 

to be a relatively pure measure of what is 
evidently a general LOA variable. 

Correlates. The follqwing .analyses of 
the correlates of the OAS are of two types. 
The first concerns the correlation of the. 
OAS total score with another instrUment 
assumed to be a measure of LOA. We shall 
refer to this <15 a test of the concurrent va· 
lidity of the OAS. The second analysis deals 
with the correlation between the OAS and 
other non-LOA variables. We shall refer, 
to this as a test of the behavioral-relevance 
of the OAS. 

1. Concurrent Validit7_ An open-ended 
measure of LOA was included among the 
form;; filled out by the Lenawee sample., 
This measure is almost identical to an 
earlier LOA instrument (mentioned_ in the 
inu·oduction) which is known to be at least 
partially \'alid, _having moderate positive 
COlTelations with levels of educational and 
occupational attainment seven years later. 
Responses to the following' que~tions ,were 
coded in tenus - of actual or estimated 
NORC ran kings of occupational prestige. 

1. The occupations which I have thought about 
going into are: 

... ~~~ b. 
c. 
d. 

2. The occupatiori that 1 plan to follow is: __ ._ 
S. -If, I were absolutely free ,to gO into any kin4-Of 

work I wanted. my_choi~e would be: ___ _ 

January~ 1961 

4. The type of work I would like to be doing by 
the time I a,m 30 years old is: _____ _ 

The mean prestige score of all different 
responses was cOlTelated with the total OAS 

-score on a Lenawee suh"sample consisting 
of ali those who gave codable responses to 
the above questions. The product-moment 
correlation between the twO LOA instru
ments was found to. be +0.62. This coeffi
cient is the nearest thing we have to a conv 
current validity coefficient-. But its mean-
ing is obscure because the validity of the 
free-response instrument is far from perfect. 
Its scores are _ based in large measure on 
"educated guesses," and many persons 
(about 1/5) provide uncodable responses.. 
Yet tho is instrument .h.as been Sh01'ffi to. ha. 
some degree of validity. Vve tentative 
take these data as an indication that the 
OAS is prCibably-a valid instrument. 

2. Behavioral-Relevance. In this seed. 
it is reasoned that If the OAS is valid, th 
it-should be correlated: with variables tha 

. theoretically should infhle'nce or ,be in
-fluenced by the variable that it purports to 
measure. For. the most part, these are vari
ables centering around the individuaTs <l:ca
demic ability and orienta~ions toward the 
system of fonnal educatiort, as well as his 
parents' desire for his advancement and 
their ability to train him'for it and help him 
achieve it. It is hypothesized that variables 
such as the above will be correlated with the 
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it 
I 

OAS scores, and variables other than these 

•

ill be uncorrelated' with the OAS scores . 
. - rurty-two variables obtained from addi~ 

Qnal Lenawee County data were selected 
"for . pro.duct~moment correlation with "the 
OAS total score. .- _. . 

~ Tit.'enty-ene variables are signi.fican. tJy 
Wlm"elated v.,.;th the .OAS at the 0.05 level. 

Number of years of college planned has the 
highest positive correlation (+0.64) with 
~e OAS. Following this in order of mag
nitude of correlation ,are: high school grade
point average (+0.50); intelligence (+1},45); 
parental desire for respondeut"s educational 
achievement (+0.44); socia:-economic status 
of the responden'L's family (+0.37); number 
of high -school agticultural courses taken 
(-0.30); father's educational status (+0.29); 
belief in intern;}! or self-determination of 
t;V-ents (+0.28); total. persoriality adjust. 
mem (+0.28); perseverance.determination 
(+0.26); adventurous sociability (+0.24); 
parental desire for respondent's -high level 
of occupational achievement (+0.22); posi
tive evaluation of deferred gratification 
(+0.21); ,Positive evaluation of physical 
mobility (willingness to break community 
relationships to get ·ahead) (+0.20); emo
tional -stability (+0.19); sophistication 
(+0.16); will control and character stabil
ity (+0.l6); independent self-sufficiency 
(+0.11); cyclothymia (+0.13); posith'e evab. 
uation of structured time (preference for 
punctllality) (+O.ll); and nervous tension 
(-O.Il). 

i __ Eleven variables are .uut significandy-cor-
t Jared l\.'ith the OAS at the 0.05 level. 
L hese are -surgency, hysterical unconcern, 
~~.. radicalism, paranoid schizothymia, anxious 

•

. security, certainty of occupational choice, 
tus anxiety, positive evaluation of change, 

elief that work is of an expressive ver:>U5 
instrumental value. emotional sensitivity. 
and dominance. 

Clearly the fi\·e variables most highly cor
related with the OAS fit the hypothesis. A.t 
the other extreme. the vari"ables not cor
related with the OAS bear no evident rela
tion to LOA. In the mid-region. the vari
ables which have low but significant correla
tions with tlie O.AS tend to be ambiguous 
in their conceptual relationship to LOA. 

"'4 

On the whole the evidence. though SODle
what mixed,. tends :to support the hypothe
sis. Thus we -tentatively condude that the 

·OAS is to some extent valid in that it tends 
to be correlated with variables with· which 
a val id LOA measure would be expected to 
be correlated and in that it tends to be un· 
correlated with variables-with which a valid 
LOA measure wQuld be expected to be 
uncorrelated. 

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

·The OAS appears to be a practicable and 
reliable measure of an individual'.s level of 
occupational aspiration. It may be rapidly 
adinini.stered _ and objectively scored. The 
total score may !>e mter-preted simply as 
a-relative (but not absolucc)}ndicator of the 
prestige -level on the .occupational hierarchy 
whicf1 an i.ndividual views as a goal. The 
OAS ·has _reliability ·coefficients around 0.80. 
Its standard errors of measurement indicate 
that meaningful individual differences on . 
LOA may be obtained by grouping the 
scores in. high, medium. and low eategorit:s. 

The OAS appears to have promising 
validity insofar as its \'alidity has been esti_ 
mated. Specifically. hypotheses about ele_ 
vation ef _item means and factorial structllre 
were foarid to be approximated by .the OAS 
data. In addition, the rotal SCOre of tbe 
OAS has a moderately high correlation ·with 
another LOA instrument known to h:J\"e 
some predictive validity. Finally. the OAS 
tends to- be correlated with variables with 
which a valid LOA measure should be cor_ 
related. and it tends to he uncorrelated 
with variables with which _a valid LOA in
strument should not be <orrelated. though 
the evidence here is not whQIlv conclusive. 

Naturally, additional re:-::arch is needed 
to improve the stability of the in"rc,m"n' 
and to'gather broad normative 
aid in interpreting individll~l 
Above aU, the predictive validity 
OAS has yet to be established-

In the meantime. it seems safe to . 
that the OAS will be useful 

.5trument for m::~~~~~~~ 



concerning its efficiency iIi predicting schl?OI 
c!.ropouts -at age 16, as well as wiihdrawls 
and perfonnance in college,. These experi
ments include girls. We are also experi
menting with its use as a research tool among 
5th to 8th grade boys and girls and among 
1 apanese, Costa 'J;Ucan. and Mexican-Ameri. 
can youth. - It is being used on an ex~q
mental basis by high school' counselors, 
where we hope to learn whether it -will help 
explain "under4 achieveQlent" and "over
achievement." , Doubtless more will be 
known about the uses and limitations'of the 
~AS when these studies have been com
pleted. Meanwhile, some, of the difficulties' 
encountered in evaluating the .oAS have 
suggested a few minor modifiCations of the 
instrument. These are 'currently being 
made. 
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